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Organisms have evolved an internal biological clock which allows them to 
temporally regulate and organize their physiological and behavioral responses 
to cope in an optimal way with the fundamentally periodic nature of the 
environment. 


Almost all cells of our body display circadian rhythms which are endogenous in 
that they can persist with high precision for many weeks in isolation of any 
external cues but can be adjusted (entrained) to the local environment by 
external cues such as the solar state. 


This network is coordinated by a hypothalamic pacemaker, the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the principal circadian clock in the brain of 
mammals which is entrained by visual afferents, input from other brain and 
peripheral oscillators. 


About 20K neurons within the SCN where each neuron sustains oscillations in 
the expression of clock genes and electric firing.

Circadian Timing System





The synchrony of an organism with both its external and internal 
environments is critical to the organism’s well-being and survival


Mounting evidence supports a link between circadian misalignment 
and increased risk:

•  chronic diseases including cancer, metabolic syndrome (obesity, 

hypertension, arteriosclerosis, diabetes,) 

• psychiatric disorders (depression, bipolar, schizophrenia, 

attention deficit). 


Circadian rhythm alterations have been consistently associated 
with poor quality of life and poor survival, especially in large 
cohorts of cancer patients. 



Circadian Rhythm in SCN  
Calcium (green) and Per2 (purple) (Data/video: Hasting’s lab, Cambridge)









Individual SCN neurons  are individual circadian clocks each possessing an 
intrinsic TTFL oscillator 


Clock and Bmal1  activate expression of Period (Per) and Cryptochrome (Cry) 
via E-box regulatory sequences. Cry and Per proteins suppress E-box 
activation, creating a negative feedback loop as activation of the E-box can 
only recommence when these negative regulators are cleared. 


Mathematical model of the mammalian clock (Relógio et al. 2011) which 
comprises 20 ordinary differential equations modeling 20 molecular species 
including 5 genes to model the main negative Per/Cry feedback loop along 
with the secondary ROR/Bmal/REV-ERB loop which is achieving some fine-
tuning of Bmal thus adding robustness to the system. 


A significant simplification can be obtained by reducing the TTFL to negative 
feedback loop with a delay in a single clock gene Per that is transcribed and 
then inhibits its own transcription after a delay. 



TTFL with Delays

• Introducing delays provides a parsimonious way to model 
biochemical processes that depend on a large number of reactions 
and species. 


• Can exhibit the oscillatory expression of genes (Monk, 2003) 


• Korencic et al. (2012) show that a single negative feedback loop 
with discrete delay can give rise to sustained oscillations in a model 
of the circadian gene Per2. 


• Distributed delays, although deterministic in formulation (“linear 
chain trick” Smith, 2011), arise naturally in systems with intrinsic 
stochasticity.



Chemical Langevin Equation

where 
W(t) is a N-dimensional Wiener process, 
h(·) is the P-dimensional vector of hazards, 
S is the N x P matrix of stochiometries. 

Computing the likelihood of the CLE is challenging as the transition densities 
are typically not available in closed form 



Consider a CLE with distributed delay truncated at some maximum delay time 

where 
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Auto-repressive circadian gene regulation 



Application to Cry1 imaging data

• Cry1 is a key gene in the TTFL


• Data from video recording of an organotypic slice of mouse SCN 
(Brancaccio et al. 2013) 


• Luciferase construct Cry1::Luc to image Cry1 expression


• 6 days, exposure time of 0.5 hours


• 288 frames of 414 by 217 pixels


• Use 4 by 4 aggregation




Parameter Inference

• Random Walk Metropolis with combination of univariate 
and block proposals


• Adaptive scheme during the first 4K iterations


• Delayed acceptance algorithm (Christen & Fox 2005):


•



Priors







Residual Analysis



Clustering of estimated parameters



Analysis of Model

Noise characteristic time scale Amplitude



Summary

• Stochastic Model for circadian TTFL involving a distributed Delay term


• Measurement process


• Adaptive MCMC algorithm 


• Cry1: known to cause spatial variation across SCN


• Spatial distribution of clusters are very similar to recent experimental 
results produced by Taylor et al. 2017 who studied phase restauration 
after washout of tetrodotoxin treatment during which intercellular 
communication is abolished. Ventral entrains dorsal SCN.


• Future work: Incorporate TTFL and Signaling in a 2-TF- model will allow 
us to study synchronisation in the SCN




